Myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) and rat brain-specific 1B236 protein: mapping of epitopes and demonstration of immunological identity.
The myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) and the brain 1B236 protein are 100-kDa glycoproteins containing 30% carbohydrate that exist in two developmentally regulated forms and are specific to the nervous system. Recent cDNA cloning experiments in several laboratories using primarily immunological means of identification have determined the complete primary sequence of a rat brain glycoprotein that seems to correspond to both MAG and 1B236, suggesting that these proteins are identical. However, MAG was previously considered to be an oligodendrocyte/myelin specific component in the CNS at all ages, whereas 1B236 was thought to be primarily a neuronal component in adult rats but synthesized by oligodendrocytes at the time of active myelination. The composite term 1B236/MAG was proposed to describe the molecule identified by the cDNAs. In order to explore further the relationship between MAG and 1B236, as well as their developmentally regulated forms, experiments were carried out on rat samples utilizing synthetic peptides corresponding to sequences throughout the 1B236 molecule, antisera raised to synthetic peptides in the C-terminus of 1B236 that distinguish between the two developmentally regulated forms, and well-characterized polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies raised to purified MAG. Epitope mapping demonstrated that reactive sites were distributed throughout the extracellular and intracellular domains of 1B236/MAG. Only antibodies reacting with the smaller of the two forms of 1B236/MAG detected the glycoprotein in the peripheral nervous system. Both anti-MAG and anti-1B236 antibodies revealed a drastic reduction of the level of 1B236/MAG in 25-day-old myelin-deficient rats and in adult quaking mice, and both types of antibodies revealed a slight shift of 1B236/MAG toward higher apparent Mr in quaking mice as had previously been reported for MAG. The results indicate that MAG and 1B236 are almost certainly identical since they cannot be distinguished immunologically by the reagents available and that quantitatively most of the glycoprotein is associated with oligodendrocytes and myelin rather than neurons at all ages.